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all its tedium and tenderness.
On the other end of the age spectrum, he fin-

ishes Impotent with an endnote—a series of vignettes 
on widows, their loneliness, incapacitation, even de-
mentia worsening. They face death in senior centers 
run by strangers, family long gone or uninterested. 
For Roberson’s final characters—O., P., I., and 
DNR, (Outpatient, Patient, Inpatient, and Do Not 
Resuscitate)—the pills, questionable allies in youth 
and middle-age, now lead to prolonged abandonment 
and despair. What can old age mean in America? 
A life gone on beyond the lives of our friends and 
family, perhaps a body that keeps pumping beyond 
the time when the brain has let memory fold in on 
itself. Some of the last lines of the book, run down a 
center column, are a chorus of neighbors lamenting 
over the widow’s imminent death:

It’s close.

………….

They’ve got ladies who sit.

Maybe she can tell.

You don’t know.

She’s just bones.

From birth to death, Roberson paints a bleak, 
sometime slapstick, picture of the US, one nation 
under the influence of Viagra®, Zoloft®, and 
Haldol®. Even Cheetos® seem like a drug in this 
book—the omnipresent trademark signifies all 
sorts of surrenders and complicities. The characters 
choose to get hooked, or stay hooked, or deny the 
root causes, or refuse to take responsibility for 
prevention, while the doctors are given to prescribe 
and entice, but rarely to help. The drugs—and work 
and family—take a toll. 

None of us escapes in Impotent. While 
recognizing our failings, Roberson’s view of 
humanity, at least American humanity, is still 
generous. Impotent presents an ugly aspect of our 
culture, but the characters aren’t ugly: they are real 
and very, very trapped.
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Matthew Roberson’s latest novel, Impotent, is 
provocative and challenging, though readers com-
ing from Carver’s School of No Gimmicks might 
get edgy. There’s typographical horseplay aplenty: 
narratives in double and triple columns, text boxes 
like pop-up ads, ubiquitous footnotes, and enough 
white space for another book. Some experimental 
fiction can feel like watching a hair-band concert; 
the flashpots and makeup distract from so-so vocals 
and plodding guitar riffs. But Impotent isn’t simply 
sleight of hand; it’s timely and poignant.

Fiction, whether experimental, mainstream, 
contemporary, or a moldy oldie, should move the 
reader. If the author’s intent isn’t emotional manipu-
lation, there are other prose options—manifestos, 
criticism, grocery lists. Fiction has to make readers 
feel—sympathy, anguish, remorse, humor, boredom, 
frustration—and Impotent does. Roberson reminded 
me one writer’s gimmick (Laurence Sterne’s black 
page, James Joyce’s portmanteaus, Ralph Moody’s 
italics) is another writer’s essential element of 
storytelling. There are times when typography works 
to heighten narrative and make palpable the char-
acters’ circumstances. Roberson’s cast suffers the 
familiar woes of our neighbors, friends, and family. 
Impotent is mimetic in my favorite way—Roberson 
holds the mirror of art up to the reader, and it’s dif-
ficult not to recognize the reflection.

Roberson reminded me one writer’s 
gimmick is another writer’s essential 

element of storytelling.

Impotent, despite the cover declaration, isn’t a 
novel, not in the sense we follow a central protagonist 
along some grand arc. This is a collection of stories 
built around a host of contemporary Americans 
subservient to the pharmaceutical industry, rendered 
nameless in a Kafkaesque maze of insurance industry 
forms (characters are indicated by capital letters—I. 
for Insured, S. for Spouse, D. for Dependent, and so 
on). Some of Roberson’s most effective moments 
are when he highlights not simply how dependent 
we are on drugs but how the current American 
workplace forces people to make hard choices about 
child care, marital relationships, and finances. From 
working-class roofers to educational copywriters to 
high-priced private attorneys, Impotent is the right 
title for the powerlessness Roberson’s characters 
frequently face and rightfully feel. 

The chapters are frequently split with 
subheaders of brand-name drugs, always followed 
by the trademark and footnoted with warning labels 
and drug interaction information in a thicket of 
pharmacology-speak worthy of Lewis Carroll’s 
caterpillar. Roberson even supplies Web addresses for 
drug and disease info, as obsessively as any Easton 
Ellis character peppers us with designer labels. 
Reading Impotent made me feel guilty taking an 
Advil®, but then again, I’m not dependent on Paxil® 

or any other laboratory concoction. Roberson made 
me wary of every jaunty television ad we inevitably 
encounter, oddly bathtubbed couples and happily 
continent middle-agers alike.

Roberson uses his fascination with typographical 
tricks to enhance the plight of his characters. A section 
on attention-deficit disorder, using a double-entry 
narrative told entirely in dialogue over a wallpaper of 
faded ADHD information, surprised me. A challenge 
to eyesight and patience (as are many of the tiny, tiny 
footnotes, too—fonts shrink and expand throughout 
Impotent), to follow the twin storyline, readers must 
turn the book sideways and ignore the ghost-text 
behind the main text and decide how they want to 
read the plot—bouncing back and forth between 
the two situations or reading one straight down and 
then returning to read the other. It’s reminiscent of 
Cris Mazza’s Is It Sexual Harassment Yet? (1991), 
and while I initially resented the author’s choice, 
seemingly discouraging me from a straightforward 
engagement with the painful dilemma of countless 
parents—how to handle a child who can’t function 
in a school environment, who can’t behave, let alone 
read or play a board game—the form serves a purpose 
here, to mimic the distracted attention of a person 
suffering from the disorder.

Roberson uses less elaborate typography to 
good effect elsewhere: the comparative lists a new 
father makes as he resentfully weighs the tasks he or 
his wife have done (“He just wanted to know: Who 
did more?”) followed by the judgment, rendered by 
the omniscient narrator, shared by the reader and 
perhaps the new father himself (“Petty man”). Petty, 
yes, but most new parents recognize the (hopefully) 
fleeting grudges that heavy responsibility and sleep 
deprivation can spawn. Roberson captures the 
emotional rollercoaster that difficulty conceiving 
can bring, from Clomid® side effects to the tension 
and humor of tending newborns. Impotent is often 
funny. When M. (for Male) and S. (for Spouse) try 
to keep twin newborns asleep, Roberson paints an 
absurd and recognizable reality:

M. and S. tiptoed at night, careful of 
creaks, next to the wall and on the tile. 
From bed to bathroom.

M. oiled door hinges. Then the doors 
swung to the touch, only stopping when 
they smacked a wall.

Don’t touch the doors.

M. peed sitting down, which was quieter. 
He didn’t flush.

They moved the TV to the back room, 
turned off the phones, and the answering 
machine. The microwave they always 
stopped, always, before the beep.

We see them buried under the demands of the twins, 
the generous white space of silence removed: 

They washed babies, dried babies, walked 
babies, hugged babies, rocked babies, 
cradled babies, wrapped babies, swung 
babies, dressed babies, shushed babies, 
changed babies, lifted babies, fed babies, 
rolled babies, hugged babies, tipped 
babies, wiped babies, bobbed babies, 
checked babies, cooled babies, burped 
babies, warmed babies, patted babies, 
hugged babies.

Roberson captures the redundancy of childcare with 


